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The number of reported cases remains low.  Recent increases have 
been related to outbreaks. The majority of cases are related to local 
acquisition through a known case or cluster.



The number of cases in hospital and critical care continues 
to decrease.



Biological sex distribution among cases is equal, however males have a 
higher proportion of hospitalization, ICU admission and deaths.
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Ro ~(Contact Rate) X (Transmission Risk Per Contact)

http://www.infectionlandscapes.org/2011/07/measles-part-1-virus-disease-and.html



Estimated contact rate is at 38% of normal, suggesting 
strong physical distancing has largely been maintained

The model estimates that the rate 
of close contacts (that could lead 
to transmission) has declined to 
38% of normal (95% credible 
interval: 34% - 43%).
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Solid blue line: mean; shaded bands: 50% and 90% credible intervals; Open circles: reported cases
Cases used for model fitting exclude those attributed to outbreak clusters 



Where just above threshold, reducing transmission risk per contact will be important.

As relaxation of distancing occurs, too much may result in 
a rapid rebound in transmission

Contact rate increases
to 50% of normal

Contact rate increases
to 60% of normal

Contact rate increases
to 70% of normal

Contact rate increases
to 80% of normal



*Assuming Ro=2.05, importation=1,  and 1-2 days to trace contacts

Contact Tracing:  Completeness Must Remain High

Minimum ~25% contact tracing 
needed to prevent growth

Minimum ~50% contact tracing 
needed to prevent growth

Minimum ~75% contact tracing 
needed to prevent growth



If transmission from children is lower than that from adults, risk of 
rebound associated with school opening is smaller

Susceptibility = 5%
Susceptibility = 20% Susceptibility = 50%

Susceptibility = 100%

Greater susceptibility among children results in 
more rapid transmission with schools reopened, 
but mostly within this age group 
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Importance of Self-Isolation

50% self-isolate20% self-isolate

• Self-isolation by symptomatic individuals greatly reduces transmission in 
these school opening scenarios 
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Key Messages
1. The number of reported cases and hospitalizations remain low. 
2. The majority of cases are related to local acquisition through a known case or 

cluster.
3. Sex distribution among cases is equal, however males have a higher proportion 

of hospitalization, ICU admission and deaths.
4. To keep Ro below 1 we must:

• Avoid increasing contact rates too much
• Stay home when sick
• Embrace measures to reduce transmission when contact cannot be avoided
• Assure that testing and contact tracing perform well (Push for 95% Completeness)

5. We need to learn more about childhood susceptibility.  If transmission from 
children is truly lower than that from adults, risks associated with school 
opening are smaller 


